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JIRA and Micro Focus Agile Manager



Overview

SOLUTION



OVERVIEW



JIRA



Micro Focus Agile Manager



JIRA has multiple deployment options to provide

the flexibility your organization needs.Cloud is a

fully hosted service for customers who want to

iterate quickly and have us take care of managing

the infrastructure.For customers who need to run

our applications behind their firewall, we have

Server and Data Center options. Server delivers

greater capacity for a larger user base and gives

you more control, allowing you to remain

compliant with your enterprise IT, security, IP and

privacy...



Agile project management solution to plan,

execute and track Agile projects. Agile teams can

improve Release Planning, Sprint Planning, Sprint

Execution, and gain more Visibility and Insight into

Agile projects using SaaS or on-premise

deployment.



SAMPLE

CUSTOMERS



Square, Nasa, eBay, Cisco, SalesForce, Adobe,

BNP Paribas, BMW and LinkedIn, Pfizer, Citi.



Trizetto, Discount Tire and Siemens



TOP

COMPARISONS



TFS vs. JIRA

Compared 19% of the time



JIRA vs. Micro Focus Agile Manager

Compared 14% of the time



Micro Focus ALM vs. JIRA

Compared 15% of the time



TFS vs. Micro Focus Agile Manager

Compared 9% of the time



IBM Rational Team Concert vs. JIRA

Compared 3% of the time



CA Agile Central vs. Micro Focus Agile Manager

Compared 8% of the time



TOP INDUSTRIES,

BASED ON

REVIEWERS*



Healthcare Company ... 6%

Insurance Company ... 7%

Manufacturing Company ... 10%

Financial Services Firm ... 21%



Pharma/Biotech Company ... 7%

Software R&amp;D Company ... 11%

Retailer ... 17%

Financial Services Firm ... 35%



TOP INDUSTRIES,

BASED ON

COMPANIES

READING REVIEWS*



Software R&amp;D Company ... 16%

Manufacturing Company ... 16%

Insurance Company ... 16%

Healthcare Company ... 16%



Logistics Company ... 11%

Insurance Company ... 11%

Financial Services Firm ... 22%

Pharma/Biotech Company ... 22%



COMPANY SIZE,

BASED ON

REVIEWERS*



201-1000 Employees ... 17%

1-200 Employees ... 21%

1001+ Employees ... 62%



COMPANY SIZE,

BASED ON

COMPANIES

READING REVIEWS*



1-200 Employees ... 40%

201-1000 Employees ... 17%

1001+ Employees ... 44%



Key Features include: Release and User Story and

Defect Management, Development Tools

Integration, Team/Resource Management, Rest

APIs, Micro Focus ALM/QC/PPM Synchronizer,

Regular releases driven by user feedback,

Modern, clean, intuitive UI and...



201-1000 Employees ... 20%

1001+ Employees ... 80%



* Data is based on the aggregate profiles of IT Central Station Users researching this solution.
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JIRA and Micro Focus Agile Manager



Top Reviews by Topic

SOLUTION



VALUABLE

FEATURES



JIRA



Joe Friedrichsen



Multiple features make this product a delight to

use. Using this for backlog prioritization is the key

to either kanban or scrum processes. JIRA does a

great job of articulating the story and adding

elements to the story to help in the prioritization. If

you are overseeing multiple projects, it allows you

to easily follow the teams progress. Another

feature is the ability to incorporate add-ons. It’s

great to have for those one-off processes you

need. For example, the integration with

Confluence... [Full Review]



Matt Mullaney



The configurable workflows and boards make it

easy for us to execute and oversee our own

unique process. The portfolio feature allows you

to conceptualize your roadmap and experiment

with various scenarios before committing to

execute. Once you learn how to configure the

system, it is extremely powerful. [Full Review]



Micro Focus Agile Manager



Carl Parkin



One of the key features that we looked for when

we were looking at Agile tools was the dashboard

- all of the metrics that you can get on-demand,

pulling from ALM Quality Center. Test runs and all

of that kind of stuff. Also the way the user stories

can be in some kind of architecture, so themes,

features, user stories, linking those from one to

another to another, being able to link two different

entities to one story card that might be dependent

on another one being complete, you can link

thos... [Full Review]



Bill Bennett



It's currently in proof of concept. Our development

team in Prague is using JIRA/Confluence. We're

installing Agile Manager to try to convert them into

a standard more scalable solution. To me, the

difference between what they're using now, the

Atlassian product, and Agile Manager is that Agile

Manager is much more scalable. If you're going to

go into an Agile development environment, we

definitely need to have something that goes

beyond the number of users that we're going to

have over in Pragu... [Full Review]



Aimee White



Perfect for keeping track of large amounts of

bugs, tasks queries and releases for fixes. The

SaaS does the job it is supposed to: helps you

keep track of your projects. What I like most is the

ease of adding users and the obvious nature of

what they need to do - drag and drop is always a

win. It is cross methodology so Scrum, Kanban... it

doesn't matter, you can use JIRA. I like how it

shows the sprints remaining. Being able to

instantly see where you are in a project and what

is coming up is i... [Full Review]



Pip Nelson



The storyboard and dashboard are the easiest to

use features as they perform daily tracking and

show you where your project and release is at any

point in time. [Full Review]
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JIRA and Micro Focus Agile Manager



Top Reviews by Topic

SOLUTION



IMPROVEMENTS

TO MY

ORGANIZATION



JIRA



Joe Friedrichsen



Working in a dev shop that is 100% scrum, this tool

is invaluable in its insights to how the process is

working. Are the stories written well? Is the team

executing on the highest priorities? How is the

team executing sprint by sprint? All these can be

found easily within JIRA, either with their out-ofthe-box reporting, or the ease with which search

queries can be downloaded to CSV to manipulate

in a data visualization tool. [Full Review]



Micro Focus Agile Manager



Carl Parkin



Before Agile Manager we had a tool that came

with the development tool that we're using. It's a

componentized development tool that we bought

from a company and it was very much not

developed, so there were two fields (name and

description) and then you had a single drop down

for the story card statuses, either, "to do, running,

done." I understand why they were trying to keep

it sort of lean with the Agile mindset, but working

in insurance, and working across any given

project, you might have s... [Full Review]



Jonathan Machado

Bill Bennett



Before JIRA we had to create our PRDs, our

product definitions requirements in another

feature, then using another tool to organize the

combine with all the JIRA tasks. Now with JIRA

Tasks, our product technicians can use the JIRA

module to manage tasks by creating PRDs and

user stories in JIRA, or even in Confluence. Then,

our PBAs, our business analysts, use Confluence

to create all the definitions, which we can then use

to create user stories in JIRA using the combine

module. [Full Review]



Aimee White



In reality, it's allowed me to raise and keep track of

700 tickets (bugs, queries, tasks etc) effectively. I

can track what tickets are in UAT and which ones

are coming out in the next software release. It's

very simple. It allows all of those involved in a

project, to see what stage their deliverables are

(depending on what you allow people to view,

they can see all deliverables from all teams)

Keeping everything in one central place with it

obvious as to who is responsible for what, is a

fanta... [Full Review]



I'm coming from a former company. Standards are

critical - a common practice, common solutions so we don't wind up with pockets of development

teams doing their own thing. We have to be very

careful with that. From an enterprise perspective,

it's the ability to define common standard

procedures and methodologies to use for the

development. It makes it easier in the event that

we do get audited. [Full Review]



Pip Nelson



My team was transitioning to Agile methodology,

and we had no real project management tool prior

to HPE Agile Manager, although we used ALM for

defect tracking. It was easy to understand and

provides a fairly user friendly, non-intimidating

interface to new users which prevented what

could have been a high resistance to change. [Full

Review]
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JIRA and Micro Focus Agile Manager



Top Reviews by Topic

SOLUTION



ROOM FOR

IMPROVEMENT



JIRA



Joe Friedrichsen



The reporting out of the box is minimal; I would

like to see a report-building capability out of the

box. Teams have access to more than a dozen

out-of-the-box reports with real-time, actionable

insights into how their teams are performing sprint

over sprint. Examples include Burndown, Sprint,

Cumulative Flow, Epic , release, Velocity. However

most will find these reports too simple and want

some sophistication. Luckily Jira gives the ability

to export results where you can work offline with

the... [Full Review]



Jonathan Machado



Right now, the Task Management feature and

Confluence are separate from JIRA itself. So, we

have this problem where sometimes these

modules don't talk to each other the way we

expect them. So many times, links created

automatically from new tools apart from another

tool which didn't work, therefore you have to

manually go into the task, even though the link is

right there. Another example, in JIRA you create a

test sessions with user stories, then buttons from

the user stories can automatically ... [Full Review]



Matt Mullaney



There are some minor quirks, such as zero-point

stories not appearing in the portfolio scope. We

often poke stories at zero points because we have

a very small group that needs outside help from

time-to-time. We need to track these stories

without impacting team velocity, so we poke them

at zero. These stories will not appear in the

scope/schedule in the portfolio because the

system interprets zero points as zero scope, even

though the issues are open, assigned to the

release and assigned to a S... [Full Review]



Micro Focus Agile Manager



Carl Parkin



This one kind of caught us by surprise, and all our

evaluations from it doing demos to the team that

was going to be using it. The original version that

we got, I'm not sure the version number, didn't

have the story card print functionality. The project

manager was a little overboard. She had said if

she had done this, we would have picked a

different tool. I think that's a little bit much. You

can export all the stories to Excel. We created a

little mail merge in Microsoft Office. We had a

solu... [Full Review]



Bill Bennett



I'm actually looking forward to leveraging more of

Octane - on the capability in Octane and knowing

that Agile Manager will move into Octane gives

me that long term perspective. Octane's important

in our environment because of the flexibility - the

fact that you can get information from a

development environment and know that you can

shift your focus more to the left. From a testing

perspective, I can see the areas that the

developers are executing multiple times, where

their defects are. That w... [Full Review]



Pip Nelson



Resource allocation and management across

multiple products. We have the same resources

working on multiple products each with their own

releases, and Agile Manager does not handle this

well, so the overloading or underloading of

resources is difficult to monitor. The only way

around this was to call each product an

application within the same release cycle

artificially in order to really track the allocation of

resources and workloads. ALI integration needs to

be improved. We have some large mu... [Full

Review]
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JIRA and Micro Focus Agile Manager



Vendor Directory

Micro Focus



AccuRev



Jama



Jama



AgileCraft



AgileCraft



Atlassian



JIRA



Andagon



aqua



Kovair



Kovair ALM Studio



Atlassian



Atlassian ALM



Micro Focus



Micro Focus Agile Manager



CA Technologies



CA Agile Central



Micro Focus



Micro Focus ALM



CA Technologies



CA ALM



Micro Focus



Micro Focus ALM Octane



CA Technologies



CA Application Lifecycle Conductor



Panaya



Panaya Release Dynamix



Intland Software



codeBeamer ALM



Parasoft



Parasoft Development Testing Platform



CollabNet



CollabNet DevOps Lifecycle Manager



PTC



PTC Integrity



CollabNet



CollabNet TeamForge



Rocket Software



Rocket Aldon



Go2Group



ConnectALL



Semmle



Semmle



Thoughtworks



GoCD



Micro Focus



Serena ALM



IBM



IBM Rational ALM



SmarteSoft



SmarteSoft



IBM



IBM Rational Team Concert



TechExcel



TechExcel DevSuite



IKAN



IKAN ALM



Microsoft



TFS



Inflectra



Inflectra SpiraTest



VersionOne



VersionOne



IntelliCorp



IntelliCorp LiveCompare



XebiaLabs



XL TestView
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JIRA and Micro Focus Agile Manager



Top Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) Suites Vendors,

Weighted

Over professionals have used IT Central Station research. Here are the top vendors based on product reviews, ratings, and comparisons.

All reviews and ratings are from real users, validated by our triple authentication process.



Chart Key

Views



Comparisons



Number of views



Reviews



Followers



Number of times compared Total number of reviews on

to another product

IT Central Station



Number of followers on IT

Central Station



Average Rating

Average rating based on

reviews



Bar length

The total ranking of a product (i.e. bar length) is based on a weighted aggregate ranking of that product's Views (weighting factor = 17.5%),

Comparisons (17.5%), Reviews (17.5%), Followers (17.5%), and Average Rating (30%). Reviews and ratings by resellers are excluded from the

rankings. For each ranking factor, the score (i.e. bar segment length) is calculated as a product of the weighting factor and its position for that

ranking factor. For example, if a product has 80% of the number of reviews compared to the product with the most reviews in its category, then

the product's bar length for reviews would be 17.5% (weighting factor) * 80%.



1



JIRA

63,709 views



2



8.1 average rating



60 reviews



2,803 followers



8.1 average rating



97 reviews



1,309 followers



8.1 average rating



22,743 comparisons 25 reviews



1,669 followers



8.2 average rating



1,657 followers



7.6 average rating



16,775 comparisons



4,969 comparisons



TFS

27,990 views



5



2,337 followers



CA Agile Central

9,903 views



4



14 reviews



Micro Focus ALM

37,125 views



3



45,015 comparisons



Micro Focus Agile Manager

7,532 views



2,452 comparisons



12 reviews
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Inflectra SpiraTest

5,691 views



7



7.7 average rating



4,915 comparisons



7 reviews



807 followers



7.0 average rating



1,167 comparisons



3 reviews



1,555 followers



7.0 average rating



4,857 comparisons



1 reviews



501 followers



8.0 average rating



435 followers



9.0 average rating



Jama

6,142 views



10



528 followers



Atlassian ALM

2,113 views



9



10 reviews



IBM Rational Team Concert

6,996 views



8



1,766 comparisons



Parasoft Development Testing Platform

2,021 views



949 comparisons



2 reviews
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